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Many persons convey that they no longer go to Mass because they don’t feel the 
impact. Besides the fact that the Holy Mass is the greatest prayer of thanksgiving 
offered to God and expiation of sins, there are some other effects that do not meet 
the physical eye that happen during every Mass. Just as our bodies absorb vitamins 
when we are under the sun, even though we do not have immediate knowledge of 
absorption of vitamins, so also a necessary spiritual absorption goes on at the Mass. 
Recently, one of the famous tele-evangelists of our own time, Benny Hinn, talked 
about the healing power of the Holy Eucharist that Catholics celebrate. In past 
months, another popular tele-evangelist from Singapore, Joseph Prince, has been 
urging church members on the healing power of the communion of both species 
blessed from bread and wine (according to their denominational ritual, not equal 
to the Holy Mass however). Padre Pio, whom the world celebrates today 
(September 23), had mentioned that his day was divided into two: Preparing for 
the Holy Mass and Thanksgiving for Holy Communion after the Holy Mass. The Holy 
Mass is not a repetition of Calvary or re-crucifixion of Jesus Christ; however, all the 
spiritual effects of Mount Calvary are obtained at the Holy Mass. 
 
Very significantly, Padre Pio boldly stated that it would be better that the sun does 
not rise on earth than that the Holy Mass is not celebrated. We understand how 
much the sun is needed every day. Why did he say this? This is the point: Sins 
accumulate over the world in the form of darkness. Add sin to sin and the darkness 
increases. Sins of persons accumulate and form a dense darkness that causes a 
separation between humans and God. Now the Sacrifice of Christ makes the Father 
to turn His gaze wherever it is celebrated as He cannot refuse the Gift of Calvary. 
God is full of Light. As God turns His gaze upon His people to receive the Sacrifice 
from the altar, darkness is banished. As the sun dispels physical darkness when it 
rises, so also does the Sacrifice of the Mass dispels spiritual darkness over cities. 
Should this Sacrifice not be offered, darkness would hover over cities, and the 
marauding prince of darkness who comes to kill, steal, and destroy, looms large 
(Jn.10:10). Nothing blinds satan more than the Light from the Holy Mass. Thus, it is 
a costly blunder to sell churches that our wise predecessors built and deny cities 
Holy Masses. As it is for the entire city, so it is for all persons who participate in the 
Mass. What a danger that some persons cut off from the Mass or no longer attend 
to the fellowship of their churches. Many need to know that Christianity is a 
battleground, not a playground. If it pleases God to reveal the spiritual climate 



around us, some would faint in fear; it is true. St. Paul tells us that “our struggle is 
not against flesh and blood, but against the rulers, against the authorities, against 
the powers of this dark world and against the spiritual forces of evil in the heavenly 
realms” (Eph.6:12). During the Holy Mass, persons are bathe in Light and they leave 
surrounded by Light. Remember that I am not set out here to discuss the theology 
or complete effects of the Holy Mass. 
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